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Insight and skill in dealing with human conflict have long been seen as 

particularly important elements of wisdom. It is telling that Webster's 

dictionary distinguishes three types of wisdom: knowledge, or accumulated 

philosophic or scientific learning; insight, or the ability to understand inner 

qualities and relationships; and judgement, or good sense. This inclusion of 

understanding and good sense highlights the fact that being wise is not the 

same thing as being smart. By "a wise person" we do not mean a person with 

a high IQ or a great command of facts and figures. 

7± insight 7ijj]~ (n). JU~ 

accumulated fl;7j.J::Jj G ht:. 

[tl.lJJl! : Gilovich, Thomas and Lee Ross (2016). The Wisest One in the Room. Oneworld 

Publications ~:¥-::5 < ] 
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Almost since the time robots were invented, there have been people 

warning that they would one day take all our jobs. But in the last few years 

these wild predictions have come to seem more like a reality. Workers in 

factories and in offices have seen more and more of their work done by robots 

and computer programs, and the technologies that haven't yet arrived are 

exciting and troubling at the same time. Self-driving trucks will be wonderful 

for the economy, but not so wonderful for millions of truck drivers. 

The consequences for society may be serious. In many places, 

automation-related job losses have resulted in large increases in drug abuse, 

suicides, and radical politics. What is to be done? 

One increasingly popular proposal is a universal basic income, or UBI. 

The idea is that the wealth produced by a high-tech economy could be used, 

through increasing taxes on business and the rich, to give everyone a UBI, 

which would allow them to live a stable and comfortable life, without the need 

to work. There may be fiscal reasons why just giving people money is not a 

practical idea. But what's interesting is that many of the arguments raised 

against UBI seem to be based not on economics but on our unexamined 

attitudes and beliefs. 

One such argument is that work gives people a sense of identity and self

worth that cannot be replaced by money from the government. And indeed, 

long-term unemployment can be very damaging to self-esteem. But a 2012 

study gives us a different way to look at this question. Three German 

economists measured the change in happiness of workers who spent most of 

their working lives unemployed until their retirement age. Then their 

happiness increased sharply and permanently, even though the reality of their 

lives did not change at all. What they had managed to do was exchange a 
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label that society views with disapproval, "unemployed," for a label it respects: 

"retired." By contrast, other studies have shown that people with jobs feel 

hardly any change in life satisfaction when they retire, in spite of giving up the 

work that society has told them is central to their worth. All this suggests 

that the effect of a UBI on self-worth will largely depend on whether we, as 

members of society, can be convinced to see it as respectable -like a kind of 

early retirement. 

Another argument against UBI is that giving people money without making 

them work for it will encourage them to live irresponsibly. A 2018 project in 

Vancouver, Canada, tested that claim on a group that many of us might expect 

to confirm it: the homeless. A non-profit organization gave fifty homeless 

people $7, 500 each - almost a month's average salary in Vancouver - and 

told them to spend it however they liked. (Those with drug addictions or 

mental illness were not included in the study') They were also given access to 

workshops about life planning, along with other homeless people who had not 

received payments. 

The result? The people who had been given money improved their housing 

situation faster, and a year later they were still financially secure. On average 

they spent 39 % less than they had done before on alcohol and cigarettes. This 

surprising result is actually in line with those of many other studies showing 

that cash payments either decrease or don't affect spending on such 

temptations. In fact, large immediate payments like the $7,500 seem to 

prompt long-term planning to a degree that small amounts don't. 

The sums of money required to create a UBI would be huge, and no one 

yet knows how such a program would affect a national budget. (The fact that 

the Vancouver program ended up paying for itself, by enabling people to move 

out of city-funded homeless shelters, suggests that even this question may hold 

a pleasant surprise.) But a future with ever more workers losing their jobs to 

automation, and angry at their falling living standards, suggests we may need 
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to find out. Along the way, perhaps we may be able to reconsider some of our 

old ideas about the relationship between people, money, and work. 

it fiscal ~:tJ&O) 

addiction (s) r:f:t$ 

11. Workers in factories are not the only people whose jobs are beginning to 

be threatened by automation. 

12. There is no link between social problems and automation. 

13. Using UBI would mean that companies would have to support people 

who are not their employees by having to pay more in taxes. 

14. The people in the 2012 German study grew happier after they reached 

retirement age because they didn't like their jobs. 

15. Some research indicates that people's satisfaction does not change much 

after they retire from their jobs. 

16. If people who received UBI viewed it as a kind of early retirement, they 

would not feel better about themselves. 

17. The Vancouver researchers investigated whether homeless people would 

waste the money they were given or use it responsibly. 

18. Because of what they knew from other studies, experts were surprised 

that the homeless people in the Vancouver study spent less on alcohol and 

cigarettes when they were given money. 

19. One lesson from the Vancouver study is that UBI would be most 

effective if people were paid in small, regular amounts. 

20. The study of homeless people suggests that we may be shocked by how 

difficult UBI will be for governments to pay for. 
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(a) Smartphones have greatly changed 

communicate. 

) we live, work and 

1. the way 2. the way of 

3. the way how 4. the way which 

(b) We ( ) there, but decided it would be easier to take a taxi instead. 

1. might drive 2. drove 

3. would have driven 4. would drive 

(c) It's raining. ( ) my umbrella today. 

1. Supposing I would have brought 2. If only I had brought 

3. I wish I would bring 4. Only if had I brought 

(d) ( ) cream on top, this sweet food becomes a healthier option. 

1. As not served with 2. When not served with 

3. Not having served 4. Not serving 

(e) Nobody could ( ) her to change her mind. 

1. make 2. persuade 

3. propose 4. prevent 

(f) I ( ) a nice man. 

1. think him as 2. consider of him 

3. presume him be 4. assume him to be 
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(g) She ( ). 

1. advised seeing a doctor immediately 

2. recommended to take vitamin B for stress 

3. offered cooking dinner for him 

4. suggested me to go for a walk 

(11) The police required ( ) . 

1. that he filled a form out 2. him to fill out a form 

3. for him to fill out a form 4. of him filling out a form 
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A ~ B ff'~ 

(a) tri-an-gle 1. es-tab-lish 2. mi-cro-phone 

3. dan-ger-ous 4. air-plane 

5. brief-Iy 

(b) op-po-nent 1. some-bod-y 2. move-ment 

3. post-al 4. sol-id 

5. draw-ing 

(c) con-science 1. di-a-mond 2. con-front 

3. Rus-sian 4. clear-Iy 

5. prop-er-ty 

(d) sur-plus 1. pre-fer 2. Mon-day 

3. but -ter-fly 4. black-board 

5. pur-suit 

(e) prej-u-dice 1. mort-gage 2. de-cent 

3. land-scape 4. sen-ate 

5. po-lice 

(f) tooth-ache 1. wood-en 2. Aus-tral-ia 

3. jun-ior 4. plain-Iy 

5. man-u-f ac-ture 
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Having been working too hard lately. I'm going to ( a ) ( b ) 

( c ) from tomorrow ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) my health. 

1. for 2. behalf 3. of 4. of absence 

5. the sake 6. a leave 7. take 

B. ;: n;i ~ c IPJ C F",'Jj!lH:,$~-::Jn) -:J t;:~. ~71-t~;: C ~ G l~.g C. ~) ~)*s5IH: 

t~.g PJ~~'/1: f:t rE'J ;i .g 0 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) when facing the same old problems increases 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) a positive outcome. 

1. your 2. something 3. chances 4. try 

5. unexpected 6. doing 7. of 

t::..o 

He ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the person who ( d ) ( e ) ( f 

on his long train journey to Edinburgh. 

1. next to 2. him 

5. sat 6. developed 

3. a friendship 

7. with 

4. besides 

D. ;: n G 0) § i3<]~J¥pX;~.g t;:~ f:ffl~).g ~tltf: -::J~) l~:t. r~Jt~$Illit~~~~ 

G t~ ~tnLft~ G t~ ~)o 

The ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) to accomplish these ends should ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) vigorous and open debate. 

1. are 2. use 3. be 4. we 

5. subject 6. means 7. to 
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Stress has been shown to increase habitual behavior - for better or worse. 

Two experiments at UCLA and one at Duke University found that stress 

increased people's gravitation toward habitual behavior. Based on her study in 

the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Professor Wendy Wood 

argues: "People can't make decisions easily when stressed, when their will is 

weak, or when they feel overwhelmed. When you are too tired to make a 

decision, you tend to just repeat what you usually do." This holds true for both 

good and bad habits. 

tt gravitation 51~~itGt1.Q;: C 

[/::I:lJ/ll : Guise, Stephen (2013). Mini Habits: Smaller Habits, Bigger Results. CreateSpace 

Independent Publishing Platform I~~-::J < ] 
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The gray wolf is a fierce creature. It has long teeth and powerful jaws, 

and can chase other animals at more than 35 miles per hour. A typical male 

weighs about 100 pounds and is more than six feet long, including its tail. 

Wolves live in packs of up to 30 adults and younger ones. They communicate 

with one another using facial expressions and the positions of their bodies and 

tails. 

Gray wolves have lived in North America for at least half a million years. 

The areas where they live once included most of the continental United States. 

But during the 1800s and early 1900s, wolves were hunted to near extinction. 

By the 1960s, the US wolf population was limited to a handful of creatures in 

small corners of the northern Midwest. 

Then, in 1973, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) became law. It protects 

animals at risk of becoming extinct. Gray wolves were one of the first animals 

placed on the endangered species list. Killing them was illegal, and the US 

government worked to save and protect them. In a famous example of this 

effort, starting in 1995, 31 wolves were moved from Canada to Yellowstone 

National Park, a large area located in the western United States. By 2015, 

more than 500 gray wolves were living in the Yellowstone area. 

Today, the continental US is home to more than 6,000 gray wolves. In 

some parts of the country, the number of wolves is growing. More than a 

thousand of them can be found just in the states of Michigan and Wisconsin. 

But overall, their range is still very limited compared to what it was. Wolves 

used to live across most of the US. Now they're found in fewer than a dozen 

states. 

On January 4, 2021, the US government removed gray wolves from the 

endangered species list. Usually, removing an animal from the list would be 
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cause for celebration. But some people say the animal still needs protection. 

Some experts say the goal of the ESA should be to protect an animal until 

it has gained its original range once more. Others argue that as long as a 

species is not at risk of extinction, it doesn't belong on the endangered species 

list. "The gray wolf has achieved all goals for recovery," David Bernhardt, a 

government official, says. According to Bernhardt, the wolf "is neither a 

threatened nor an endangered species." As for people who live near wolves, 

they are concerned that if the wolf population continues to grow, more of their 

animals, such as cattle and sheep, will be killed by wolves. 

Environmental groups criticize the US government for the decision to 

remove the wolf from the endangered species list. Jason Rylander, who is a 

member of Defenders of Wildlife, a non-profit organization (NPO) working to 

save wild animals in North America, worries that without protection, the wolf 

population will quickly decrease again. Rylander hopes that no matter what, 

people and wolves can peacefully coexist. His group is promoting ways to 

make that happen, like using portable wire fences to keep wolves away from 

cattle fields. For now, protection of nearly all wolves is up to each state. And 

in fact, voters in the state of Colorado recently approved a plan that would 

focus on the wolves within its borders. 

i1 extinction ~~ 

Endangered Species Act ~~fE:'i:~fI{:~aJil! 

[tl:I!1I! : Maunz, Shay. "Back to the Wild." Time for Kids. 2021. 

https://www.timeforkids.com/g 56/back-wild-311: iii!; -::5 < ] 
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11. Gray wolves live in groups, but they hardly communicate with each other. 

12. The gray wolf in North America has a history of about five hundred 

thousand years. 

13. In the early 1970s, gray wolves were listed for special protection by the US 

government. 

14. As there were many gray wolves in the Yellowstone National Park area, 

some of them were transferred to Canada for protection. 

15. As of today, gray wolves can be found in almost every state in the US. 

16. In 2021, the US government decided that the gray wolves no longer needed 

special protection by law. 

17. Some people, like David Bernhardt, argue that the number of gray wolves 

has not recovered enough to be removed from the endangered species list. 

18. There are people who worry that the lives of their animals will be 

threatened by wolves. 

19. As a way to promote wolves and people living together peacefully, 

Defenders of Wildlife suggests keeping wolves inside permanent wire fences. 

20. None of the states in the US is responsible for the protection of wolves 

within its borders. 
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(a) As a means of reducing stress, he makes 

every morning. 

) a habit to go for a walk 

1. it 2. that 3. of 4. by 

(b) Even today, one in five people in the world are not provided ) to 

electricity. 

1. accessing 2. with access 3. of access 4. by accessing 

(c) Even the best lecture is useless to ( ) are not willing to learn. 

1. what 2. what if 3. who 4. those who 

(d) Nancy decided to start ( 

regularly. 

) better care of herself by exercising 

1. keeping 2. taking 3. to look 4. to manage 

(e) Travel changed their perspective because it allowed them ( 

knowledge of what was going on in the world. 

1. gain 2. gaining 3. to gain 4. let gain 

(f) I was embarrassed as I was the only one to ( ) laughter. 

1. help myself 2. stay up 3. burst into 4. stand out 

(g) No ( ) your purpose for learning English is, you need to spend a lot 

of time exposed to it. 

1. matter what 2. matter when 3. sooner than 

(h) I am so bad with modern technology that I ( 

century ago. 

1. am 2. were 

4. more than 

) happier living a 

3. will be 4. would have been 
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(a) vital 

l. crystal 2. breach 3. guide 4. ray 

(b) arr~nge 

l. Asia 2. sugg~st 3. acid 4. conceive 

(c) flood 

l. youth 2. button 3. tr~ly 4. hook 

(d) mx:th 

l. medium 2. build 3. stx:le 4. steal 

(e) gr,2cery 

l. bond 2. crowd 3. crawl 4. goat 

(f) prai~e 

l. license 2. crisis 3. ease 4. verse -
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The students of the class ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) submit their 

assignments ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. to 2. two 3. supposed 4. every 

5. other 6. are 7. week 

B. v9~~~M~~~?T. ~~~~0)10AO)~~~k~~G~G~.~

AO)k~ I:::~J\a~~~{ti 'J tc.o 

With ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ). he rented a practice field for 

a baseball team ( e ) ( f ) ten children from the town. 

1. he had 

5. of 

2. what 

6. in 

3. consisting 

7. money 

4. little 

c. ~0)~;ft;6!-e0)3iUf.-C71 J\}vl:::~~-:)~tTvlG c~?T~. fLI;:t:@:~.;6) 

t~;6)? tc.o 

I was ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) surprised to learn that his company 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) its rivals in that industry. 

1. stays 

5. of 

2. ahead 

6. the least 

3. III 

7. not 

4. at all 

D. ~~I:::-:)v)T clut~v)~t~~2ti;6~~?tc.c GT:t. W~JL\~ ;z~nLf. ~.S~ 

:: c;6!~ G < t~Go 
In spite of ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) of schoolwork. learning 

can ( e ) ( f ) when you follow your curiosity. 

1. may 

5. you had 

2. you 

6. have 

- 7 

3. be 4. joyful 

7. the unpleasant memories 
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One should pour tea into the cup first. This is one of the most 

controversial points of all; indeed in every family in Britain there are probably 

two schools of thought on the subject. The milk-first school can bring forward 

some fairly strong arguments, but I maintain that my own argument is 

unanswerable. This is that, by putting the tea in first and stirring as one 

pours, one can exactly regulate the amount of milk whereas one is liable to put 

in too much milk if one does it the other way round. 

tt school (s) i1rEim 

unanswerable ,&:ffillj-g- g#;t{h(7)tJ v~ 

[I±lJJl!, : Orwell, George (1968). The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters of George Orwell. 

Vol. 3. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich t:£--:5 < ] 
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One of the best memories from my childhood in the 1960s is the Halloween 

when I was nine years old and ( A ). Dressed up like a soldier, a 

superhero, and a devil, we walked up and down the streets of our 

neighborhood, ringing the doorbells of houses, shouting "Trick-or-treat," and 

receiving from homeowners more and more candy to put into our increasingly 

heavy bags. Most houses were decorated with black cats, huge spiders, 

human bones, glowing jack-o'-lanterns, and the like. A few people invited us 

into their living rooms, which they had arranged as horror movie scenes so 

they could scare us before giving us candy. On that warm southern 

Californian night, my friends and I trick-or-treated for hours under the gold 

streetlights. 

Halloween has an interesting history. The origin of the holiday is a 

festival called Samhain that was celebrated two thousand years ago by Celtic 

people living in Ireland. Samhain means "summer's end" and celebrated the 

harvest. It also ( B ), as special foods (treats) were given to people who 

had died so their spirits would go to the world of the dead and not cause 

trouble (play tricks) in the world of the living. In the 19th century, Irish 

people moved to the United States and brought with them the altered Christian 

version of Samhain called Halloween and celebrated on October 31st. 

When my mother was a child in the 1920s, the only Halloween costumes 

were white bed sheets a few children wore to look like ghosts when they 

visited their friends' houses to receive homemade cookies. In the 1950s, Charles 

Schulz ( C ) his many Peanuts newspaper comics about it. In his comics, 

the children make jack-o'-lanterns and go trick-or-treating, and when Snoopy 

visits a house to get candy, the homeowners think he's a kid in a dog costume! 

Halloween features other entertainments in addition to trick-or-treating. 
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For example, Americans like going to haunted houses. For the Halloween 

season, a theme park near Disneyland called Knott's Berry Farm turns into 

Knott's Scary Farm, with twenty-one different haunted houses and events 

D ) played by actors in costumes. And each October, Americans watch 

Halloween TV shows like The Simpsons Treehouse of Horror (1990-2020), 

which makes fun of scary stories, and actual horror movies like the Halloween 

series (1978-2021). The Internet Movie Database lists two hundred movies 

with the word Halloween in their titles. 

Halloween today is different from when I was a boy in the 1960s. For one 

thing, nowadays parents protect their children by going trick-or-treating with 

them or making them come home before dark. Recently, I was surprised when 

my friend shared photos of his son and daughter trick-or-treating in a large 

group of children with several parents in attendance. For another thing, today 

E ) for children and especially for adults and pets than before. On 

Halloween, many teachers in schools and workers in shops, restaurants, and 

even banks wear costumes. When my mother was ninety, she went to a 

Halloween party dressed as a witch! 

Why is Halloween so popular? Of course, children love getting lots of 

candy. Additionally, people like to be scared while knowing they are really 

safe. They also enjoy briefly changing their everyday bodies, abilities, and 

lives by putting on costumes. Finally, the magical mood of Halloween is 

appealing, and making and marketing the candy, costumes, decorations, and 

attractions has become an expanding business earning $8 billion per year and 

increasing the holiday's popularity even more. But for me, Halloween will 

always be that perfect night when I was nine, and, freed from our parents, my 

friends and I felt a wild joy, a greedy excitement, and a brave independence, as 

if we ( F ). 

ij: jack-o'-lantern (s) tJ ~T -V (J)!> J: '5 !> Iv 

haunted house (s) :5f~ ~t ~lx 
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1. and over a thousand frightening creatures 

2. were on an adventure in a fantasy world 

3. inspired the tradition of trick-or-treating 

4. went to see a horror movie with my friends 

5. much less money is spent on Halloween 

6. increased the popularity of Halloween with 

7. went trick-or-treating with my friends 

8. were never going to eat candy again 

9. much more money is spent on costumes 
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em) ~0W-~0~~0~~~An~0~M~.~~m~)~1-40~~G-~ 

9~~U, ..:c0*-ij-~t2A it eto 

(a) That company has released a new desktop computer in five colors, 

), except pink, were favorably reviewed by customers. 

1. all of that 2. all of them 3. all of which 4. all of what 

(b) Many young students who subscribe to teen magazines tend to buy the 

same items ) those the models have in the pictures. 

1. what 2. that 3. which 4. as 

(c) As many as 300 umbrellas were left behind on London trains, and 

) all were sent to the Lost and Found Office. 

1. they 2. their 3. theirs 4. them 

(d) That new company has offered ( 

region. 

) some job opportunities III this 

2. providing 1. being provided 

3. to provide 4. to be provided 

(e) He had hardly collected the papers on his desk ( 

1. if 2. when 3. that 

) the door opened. 

4. whether 

(f) Mr. and Mrs. Tanaka fell in love with the house they viewed and decided 

to buy it ( ). 

1. all the time 2. on the whole 3. in place 4. on the spot 
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(g) To help save the planet, we must be prepared to live with some 

inconveniences 

1. but for 

) less frequent air travel. 

2. out of 3. such as 4. thanks for 

(11) The air conditioner is making strange noises, so we have to ) . 

1. have it repaired 2. make it repair 

3. get it repair 4. make it repaired 
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ov J ;jzO)(a)-(f)o);iHJlo),mO) '51:). Ii t 5~ < Jfj~9 .Q~ftriO)flz:iibj!ftQ C ~tJ:.Q t> 0) 

~~.Q.ft~~O).~~. 9~~~G.ft~6~EA~~o 

(a) 1. mush-room 

4. for-bid 

(b) 1. suc-cess 

4. ob-serve 

(c) 1. ca-reer 

4. o-bey 

(d) 1. del-e-gate 

4. es-ti-mate 

(e) 1. mech-a-nism 

4. o-ver-come 

(f) 1. u-ni-ver-sal 

4. ar-chi-tec-ture 

2. net-work 

5. in-stance 

2. dis-tinct 

5. oc-cur 

2. ad-vice 

5. com-mit 

2. con-tra-dict 

5. in-di-cate 

2. ex-e-cute 

5. cul-ti-vate 

2. op-er-a-tor 

5. com-fort-a-ble 

-7-

3. gar-bage 

3. en-vy 

3. ad-vance 

3. def-i-nite 

3. ac-cu-rate 

3. cer-e-mo-ny 
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(V] ~o)B*::x:O):litD-*~{i;zQJ:-5~:~::X:O)( a )-( f )O)~fIiI~: 1 - 70) 

m (11]) ~Ah, .:cO)*-l%~~CA it J:o tJ:S, ~:btJ: v~~ft (11]) iMH.,9 ~:-":::)'9-:J ® 

Qo 

A. Jbi5~::t(!;)fnt9J:-5~:, ~O)f-t~-C, *.:rJv0)74"Y 1<f.At:/Y'-, 

7-Jv, 771"'-- r t::-T7Ji~frJJtH:tJ:h*90 
( a ) ( b ), this rate ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) the 

hotel's fitness center, swimming pool, and private beach. 

1. can 

5. as 

2. of 

6. free 

3. advertised 

7. includes 

4. use 

B. .:cO)~f;t t:::JJ '} 0)~1j ~ .:ctJ: v~7Ji, t:::JJ '} fF-c ® Q c:l!J;z Q ~:JEQ +7ttJ:~ 

ffi7Ji ® Qo 

Although the painting is not signed by Picasso, there are ( a ) 

( b ) ( c ) ( d ) it ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. believe 2. good 3. is 4. to 

5. reasons 6. his 7. by 

C. ID:JJ-~O)~.O) •• B~~~~Q~~, ~*$O)~~G~M~~G~~ 

*90 

The security department ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) you to set up 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) your photo for your ID card. 

1. to 

5. contacting 

2. be 

6. take 

3. with 4. will 

7. an appointment 

D . .:cO)~aO)m~$~~<~~, ~.Mftcm~~~cO)~-C:lit~O)~.~~ 

Ct-:.o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) the unions and the ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) how to solve the problem. 

1. management 

5. arose 

2. between 

6. over 

8 

3. new 4. born 

7. differences 
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A B e 
r"" 16 ,17 18 ,19 20 , 21 
X I ::2. / : LJ- j:/ , 

A V')~~1Jffft:~ V')tj_g. -.J r J 
B V')~~1JfJl0¥-V')tj_g. ___ ---I_ 

e V')~~1Jf*WiV')tj_g. ______ ---J 

a b 

r"" 51 52 

X I If 

a V')~~1Jf*~V') 

b V')~~1Jf+~~ 
\l\1l-~ 
V')tj_g. 
V')i A C V')1W~1Jfq:t~~ ~ p 
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53 
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In Cuba, if you are lucky, you might come across the world's smallest bird, 

known as the "bee hummingbird." To say this bird is restless is to put it 

mildly. In fact, they are able to fly for up to 20 hours without a break. While 

it is common for them to beat their wings up to 80 times per second, males are 

known to display their abilities by beating their wings as much as 200 times 

per second when they want to find a mate. 

it bee hummingbird '7 j.. IVT P 1) 

[lilA: John, Jeremy. "Ten fun facts about the world's smallest bird: Cuba's 'bee hummingbird'." 

Cubadirect. 

https:#cubadirect.co.uk/blog/ten-fun-facts-about-the-worlds-smallest-bird-cubas-bee-hummingbird 

~::}!; -:J < ] 

( n J ;§( O)~::X: 0) I*J ~ C: -@;3&"t .Q if.> 0) ~ ~ 0) 11-20 0) ~ ;QH; Il9 J ~ Lt, -t 0) ji-fj-~ 

~2A:tt eta 

Almost all 50 of the UK's biggest employers questioned by BBC News have 

said they do not plan to bring staff back to the office full-time. Some 43 of the 

companies said they would consider hybrid working, a mix of home and office 

working, with staff encouraged to work from home two to three days a week. 

Four companies said they were keeping this idea of hybrid working. 

"We're never going to go back to working the way we used to work," said 

Mark Read, chief executive of advertising firm WPP. But the new ways of 

using the office require careful planning, he said. "People are working from 

home three to four days a week so we probably need 20% less space, but we're 

not going to do that if everyone's working from home on Mondays and 

Fridays." 
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Other companies mention "smart working" and "flexibility" as reasons for 

introducing hybrid working, with many suggesting that workers would be able 

to make their own choices about how often they come into the office. Danny 

Harmer at insurance giant Aviva, which has 16,000 UK workers, said that 95% 

of its workers reported that they would like to be able to spend some of their 

time working flexibly and remotely in different locations. But she added that 

the company had to be aware that many staff appreciate being in an office, 

such as those who live alone or do not have a suitable place to work. 

Businesses that depend on office workers as customers, such as cafes and 

restaurants, are keen for them to return as soon as possible. "We rely really 

heavily on the office trade," loao Almeida, of Panda Cup Coffee in London's 

Blackfriars, told the BBe. He was one of millions of people unable to work 

from home during the pandemic. "There are locations that have 5, 000 people, 

but only 140 come to the building with most working from home or maybe 

coming in once a week. That makes it really difficult." 

But in the financial services industry it can be a problem if people work 

from home, reckons Andrew Monk, chief executive of investment bank VSA 

Capital. "People working from home don't realise it but they're gradually 

getting slower and slower whereas the people in the office aren't," he told a 

radio programme. "In the financial services industry you need to discuss ideas 

and discuss what's going on. People working from home miss out on an awful 

lot of the activity in the office because we don't have time to tell them." 

Tom, who works in property, is not looking forward to going back to the 

office. The drive to work is long, expensive, uncomfortable and unnecessary, 

he told the BBC. "My office is modern and seems comfortable. But the 

culture can be difficult and the false friendliness is exhausting. This situation 

creates anxiety and mental health issues." He says working at home is more 

comfortable. "The technology enables a more open mode of working where 

information is shared more easily and talent can shine. There's also more time 
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for family and more time for real friends." 

In contrast, David Kimberley said he "couldn't wait." He returned to the 

financial office he works at two weeks ago. "There's something healthy about 

having a psychological separation between your work and home life. I find 

that hard to do when I'm working from home," he told the BBC. "There's 

something quite miserable, especially in winter, about working from home, and 

it's depressing waking up and going to work in your kitchen. It also makes it 

much harder to work with colleagues. I work closely with another member of 

the team and in the office we can sort things out in seconds. When working 

from home it can take 10 minutes to get a response, and you have no real idea 

about how they're feeling as you can't see them to judge their emotions." 

wpp boss Mark Read says he worries about the long-term impact of 

remote work on the company's culture and training. "Advertising and creative 

industries are something you learn from your colleagues and you can only do 

that, really, if you're around them in an office." Software company Sage has 

just opened a new office - planned before the pandemic - which has space for 

1, 800 people. Sage's chief employees relations officer Amanda Cusdin says 

that despite using a mix of home and office work in the future, the office will 

still be needed. "We know a lot of people maybe don't have a quiet space to 

work at home and would rather do it in the office." 

i'± pandemic ~~Hi~ 

[I±IJIII. : Read, Simon. "No full-time return to the office for over a million." BBC News. 2021. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-56972207 1::£-::1 <] 
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11. More than 80% of the companies which answered the survey conducted by 

the BBC said they are reluctant to adopt a mix of home and office working. 

12. Mark Read expects that his company will reduce the size of the office by 

20% if all its employees work at home on Mondays and Fridays. 

13. The great majority of the employees of Aviva appreciate having the option 

of working from home and elsewhere. 

14. Panda Cup Coffee will soon be closing some of their shops because their 

business depends on people working nearby. 

15. It is difficult for a financial services company like VSA Capital to allow its 

employees to work at home because they handle personal information. 

16. Tom thinks working at home saves time and energy and reduces his 

stress. 

17. David Kimberley prefers to work in an office partly because he thinks it is 

more efficient to do so. 

18. Mark Read believes there are some things people can only learn from their 

colleagues in person, especially in advertising and creative industries. 

19. The chief employee relations officer of Sage is looking forward to working 

in their new office because she does not have a quiet and comfortable place 

to work at home. 

20. Mark Read and Amanda Cusdin are working in the same business field. 
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em] ~0~-~0§~0~~~Ah~0~fi~.~~m(~)~1-40~~G-~ 

9~~'6, ~0*~~~2A tt J::o 

(a) Humans have always been ( ) about the mysteries of the universe. 

1. exciting 2. curious 3. eagerly 4. interesting 

(b) The children ( ) the new ice cream flavor. 

1. tried hard 2. kept trying about 

3. couldn't help but try 4. didn't help trying 

(e) He could hardly ( ) his injured arm at all. 

1. rise 2. arise 3. risen 4. raise 

(d) There are many questions ( ) there are no answers. 

1. to which 2. to where 3. which 4. what 

(e) Don't come to university by car ( 

1. without 

3. unless it is 

) absolutely necessary. 

2. if it were 

4. unless it were 

(f) As climate change continues to cause sea levels to rise, many countries 

are put ( ). 

1. risky 2. at risk 3. dangerous 4. at danger 

(g) Everything had been going well for Nick ( ) he lost his job. 

1. until 2. by 3. by the time 4. up to 

(11) His ability to execute a plan is ( ) to none in the company. 

1. better 2. best 3. first 4. second 
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-::J~Lt . .::c0)*i%~~2A it J::o 

(a) host 

1. blow 2. London 3. astonish 4. wolf -

(b) front -
1. bother 2. honest 3. associate 4. colorful - - -

(c) hatred -
1. n~yy 2. tr~gic 3. ladder 4. valid -

(d) y~cht 

1. s£meday 2. smash 3. wave 4. scholar -

(e) mere 

1. despair 2. appear 3. nerve 4. entire 

(f) pre~erve 

1. lease 2. analysi~ 3. hou~ing 4. conservative 
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(V) ~(7)B*::>t(7)~,*~{~;z.Qd:::d:~::>t(7)( a )-( f )(7)~~jH: 1-7 (7) 

m ('P]) ~Ah, ..:c(7)*~~~2A it d::o td:;B, 19!btd: v~m ('P]) iMHQ~ t:--:J9-:J~ 

.Qo 

A. te::¥..:c(7)ffi'It:~"J "'C:*.Q#ij,~(7)~JJ:, iE-~':~j> G -c~-c v~.Qo 

There has been a ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) of sea birds 

( e ) ( f ) each year. 

1. in 2. visiting 

5. rapid 6. the number 

3. fly to 

7. decline 

4. the island 

B. ..:c(7)'f- -V I) T 1-r~lJJlJ:, ~~Jbv~~ (7) A R' nl G M§j(fd:3Z:ffl~f~t.::o 

The charity event ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) a large ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. fascinate 

4. support 

7. section 

2. from 

5. of the community 

3. attracted 

6. tremendous 

C. fI:@:td:~Jl~cJJ:, rQ~~(7)td:v~~Jl~-cIJ:td:<, rQ~~':fl~S"J;Ol-:J~;M'!I¥-.H:~1') 

~Jllv -c v ~.Q ~Jl~-c ~.Q 0 

A healthy organization is ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) of problems, but 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) its problems. 

1. that is 2. lack 3. one 

4. one with 5. not 6. an absence 

7. actively and effectively addressing 

D. *6 '5 c:}~l"J -c Vl td!HT~(7)1J!IJ:T-c I: .:y*~-C-fFt-="J t'::;01, ElJjO) A';

~.:L - )vl:-@; '5 BIJ(7)1J!~ ~ -:J ~t.Q 0) ,:,~ C Iv c'i5lilJ: G td:nl"J t.::o 

Though the flight I wanted to catch was already fully booked, I ( a ) 

( b ) ( c ) finding ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) my schedule. 

1. difficulty 2. that 3. little 4. fit 

5. had 6. in 7. another flight 
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(1) ~Jt~ 1m tltl 0) i5-1Z1 iJ~ ~ Q * --c, ;: 0) F",9 ~ fffi-=f 0) q:r ~ ~ tei: v> ;: Co 

~ ~~q:r~~~fffi-=fO)~~~D~, «-~O)MT·&T~~~m~m.O)fflh~~ 
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f7tl 1. (~gtffJ iJ~=:ffr--c 11 *~ 12 {6:~ 13 ~~ 14 *~ C &> Q ~i5-

A B C 
F",9 16 , 17 18 ,19 20 , 21 
X / :2 / : If- / : / , 

A (7)JW~iJ{1t.:~ (7)j:~il- ~ 1 I 
B (7)JW~iJ{];IO¥' (7)j:~il- ___ .-J_ 

C (7)JW~iJ{*WXC7)j:~il- ______ .-J 

a b 
F",9 51 52 

X / 4-
a (7)JW~iJ{*~C7) 

b (7)JW~iJ{/J'~fl( 
'9i". ~ 

x (7)j:~il-

c (7)JW~iJq:P~fl( W <=J x(7):I;B A 
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53 
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William Dampier's portrait still hangs in London's National Portrait 

Gallery, alongside kings, famous writers, and other great people. It is odd, 

because he was a pirate. But he was also a great naturalist, one of the 

seventeenth century's best, who collected plants and animals and wrote about 

them during short breaks between adventures. In the seventeenth century, 

discovering and safely bringing back plants and animals new to Europeans was 

a rough, competitive business, though it could bring a lot of profit and fame. 

i±. Na tional Portrait Gallery I~LlL ~ it jlIj} ~VIlJ!g 

pirate #Jj~~ 

naturalist t.f4frJ"t1f 

[1±lJ14 : Krulwich, Robert. "The Pirate Botanist Returns!" NPR: National Public Radio. 2012. 

https:/ /www.npr.org/sections/krulwich/2012/ 0 1 / 18/ 145402318/ the-pira te-botanist -returns 

1:£-:5 < J 
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cn] ~O)~)(O)~ffl( A )-( F )~:f:1I!~~o)L=~'t>~~tJ:'t>O)~TO) 1 - 9 

0) q:ti,)H; ~rJ, ..:c0)*-l'}~~2A it J::o 

I was lecturing at the Karolinska Institute. explaining that the big drug 

companies do hardly any research on sleeping sickness or other illnesses that 

affect only the poorest. 

A student sitting in the front said, "Let's punch them in the face." 

"Aha," I said. "I am actually going to Novartis in the fall." (Novartis is a 

global drug company based in Switzerland, and I had been invited to give a 

lecture there.) "If you explain to me ( A ). I could try it. Who should I 

punch in the face? Is it just anybody who works there?" 

"No, no, no. It's the boss," said that guy. 

"Aha. OK. It is Daniel Vasella." That was the name of the boss then. 

"Well, I do know Daniel Vasella a bit. When I see him in the fall. should I 

punch him in the face? Will everything be good then? Will he become a good 

boss and realize that he should change the company's research policy?" 

A student farther back answered, "No, you have to punch the board 

members in the face." 

"Well, that is actually interesting because I will probably speak in front of 

the board in the afternoon. So then I'll stay calm in the morning when I see 

Daniel, but when I get to the boardroom I'll walk around and punch as many 

as I can. I will of course not have time to knock everyone down. I have no 

fighting experience and there are security guards there, ( B ) . But should 

I do that, then? You think this will make the board change its research 

policy?" 

"No," said a third student. "Novartis is a public company. It's not the 

boss or the board who decides. It's the stockholders. If the board changes its 

policy the stockholders will just elect a new board." 

"That's right." I said. "It's the stockholders who want this company to 
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spend their money on researching rich people's illnesses. That's ( C ) on 

their stocks." 

So my point, then, was that there's nothing wrong with the employees, the 

boss, or the board. 

"Now, the question is" - I looked at the student who had first suggested 

the face punching - "who owns the stocks in these big drug companies?" 

"Well, it's the rich." He shrugged. 

"No. It's actually interesting because drug companies' stocks are very 

stable. When the stock market goes up and down, D ), drug companies' 

stocks keep giving a pretty steady return. Many other kinds of companies' 

stocks follow the economy - they do better or worse as people go on spending 

or cut back. So who owns the stocks in these stable companies?" 

My young audience looked back at me, 

"It's retirement funds." 

Silence. 

E ). 

"So maybe I don't have to do any punching, because I will not meet the 

stockholders. But you will. This weekend, go visit your grandmother and 

punch her in the face. If you feel you need someone to blame and punish, it's 

the seniors and their greedy need for stable stocks." 

"And remember last summer, when you went backpacking and your 

grandmother gave you a little extra travel money? Well. Maybe you should 

give that back to her, ( F ) and ask them to devote their research to poor 

people's health instead. Or maybe you spent it already, and you should punch 

yourself in the face." 

it board 1~& (~) 

return (1* 0) ) ~c ~ 112: 

[tt\JIt! : Rosling. Hans (2018). Factfulness: Ten Reasons We're Wrong about the World - and 

Why Things Are Better than You Think. Flatiron Books t:Jf-:5 <] 
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1. so they will probably stop me after three or four 

2. with their faces like one big question mark 

3. what I will achieve and who I should punch 

4. or oil prices rise and fall 

5. we do not stop looking for explanations 

6. there were no bad guys 

7. how they get a good return 

8. so she can give it back to Novartis 

9. the length and size of the contracts make them attractive 
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em] Jz(7)(a)-(h)<7)~)(<7)~jll::A:h~<7)f::~'t~~td:~fl('PJ) ~ 1 - 4 (7)r:piOH;-J 

fJ~U, .:c(7)*~~~CA it J:o 

(a) Before you get on the train, please wait 

off first. 

) other passengers to get 

1. in order to let 2. so that 3. to make 4. to allow 

(b) Thousands of spectators watched the baseball game ( ) . 

1. with great excitement 

3. was very exciting 

(c) It is sometimes difficult ( 

identical twins. 

(d) 

1. in looking 2. for noticing 

) to the gym now. 

1. am getting used to go 

3. am used to going 

(e) Next summer, you may choose ( 

1. wherever you like 

3. whoever to go with 

2. were very excited 

4. which was excited 

) the difference between the faces of 

3. to distinguish 4. of seeing 

2. used to go 

4. used to going 

) you prefer to take your holiday. 

2. whenever is convenient 

4. whichever destination 

(f) Each year in Kyushu, the rainy season ( ) for about a month. 

1. last 2. has timing 3. lasting 4. continues 

(g) When she spoke to the store manager, she had a feeling that they 

) each other before. 

1. met 2. had seen 

3. were introduced 4. have talked 

(h) My friend insisted on buying me lunch ( ) not having much money. 

1. even though 2. or else 3. in spite of 4. because 
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[IV J ;bzO)(a)-(f)O):e-~J:l.o)~o) -5 is, ii t 5~ < ~1f9 Q1ff{fjo){llii:iJ'ift!! c:~td: Q to) 

~~Q.ft~~O).~~, 9«~~C.ft~6~~A~~o 

(a) 1. con-demn 

4. in-fliet 

(b) 1. vol-un-teer 

4. Ant-arc-tic 

(c) 1. ben-e-fit 

4. per-son-ne! 

(d) 1. bish-op 

4. com-fort 

(e) 1. for-mu-la 

4. ham-burg-er 

( f) 1. com-pre-hen-sive 

4. Eu-ro-pe-an 

2. pro-fess 

5. ca-nal 

2. i-ni-tial 

5. per-cent-age 

2. al-pha-bet 

5. cal-en-dar 

2. in-sect 

5. air-line 

2. com-mu-nist 

5. com-mon-wealth 

2. a-pol-o-gize 

5. e-lec-tron-ic 

-6-

3. as-sess 

3. en-deav-or 

3. am-bu-lance 

3. pock-et 

3. so-lu-tion 

3. ec-o-nom-ic 
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(V] ~O)B*)(O)ji,*~{i;zGet'5t:~)(O)( a )-( f )0)~tliH:1-70) 

~S ('P]) ~ Jd1. ..:c0)*i'j-~~2},:tt eto tJS. -&!:btJ V )~S ('P]) n~:e-rp~ t: --=>'9-=> &> 

Go 

A. &>~~ffi*T<~~~~o)~. :b~:b~~m~.~~<T~~*L~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) me the ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) to you. 

1. came to 

5. visit 

2. of 

6. trouble 

3. writing 

7. your 

4. saved 

B. ~l O)WJ ~t 't {~ 1] '9 t:. 1BLtz:n\ cO) et '5 t: L T 10 A O)T{~ 0) 00 Jl!J ~ J!t;: 0) 

n\. :fL t: fd:7tn\ 1] * it luo 

I don't know how she ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) ten children 

( e ) ( f ) of others. 

1. the help 

5. managed 

2. care 

6. without 

3. to 

7. for 

c. *flLv)¥~Sn\lliT~t;:G, &:\'9E'F.~ilr.JrztJ~v)o 

4. take 

If you find a new word, ( a ) ( b ) to ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) a dictionary. 

1. look 2. fail 3. consult 4. in 

5. never 6. it 7. up 

D. '9~c-~t:fd:1T~t*itlun\, j£9=t*~tJG~1]*LJ;.'5o 

I can't go ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) with you, so I'll go just ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. the way 

5. of 

2. middle 

6. the 

-7-

3. whole 

7. part 

4. way 
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Research has shown that brains in puberty are developing. In addition to 

going through brain development, there is a great deal of emotional 

development going on. The early teenage years are an unstable period. It's a 

period when teenagers need more guidance and interaction, not more social 

media. Thirteen is when many children are dealing with school, puberty and 

lack of confidence. In fact, studies have shown a correlation between 

depression and social media. Issues surrounding low self-esteem and anxiety 

are real concerns for teenagers, and living in the current virus crisis is making 

it easier for such concerns to increase. 

i± puberty JiSU~m 

interaction xtm 

[ttl!i4: Rutledge, Njeri Mathis. "Don't give tweens like my daughter their own Instagram 

platform. They're too young." USA TODAY OPINION. 2021. 

https:#www.usatoday.com/in-depth/ opinion/voices/2021 / OS/21 /f acebook-instagram-bad-f or-kids

no-separate-platform/5113862001 L::tiI;-j < ] 

C n J *0)~::stO)pq~C-g-3&9:Q bO)~'fO) 11 ~20 O)9='iJ) G II9J~U, .:c0)*i'}~ 

llcA:tt J:o 

There are so many reasons to shop at your local farmers' market, and yet 

only 12 percent of Americans do. In a 2016 study of where most Americans do 

their grocery shopping, farmers' markets came in eighth place, with 

supermarkets and grocery stores coming in at first place. But the food at your 

local farmers' market offers so many advantages to your health, the 

environment, and the economy that big retailers simply do not. 
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Because locally grown food is produced closer to you, it spends 

significantly less time in transport or storage. As food is transported or 

stored, its nutritional value is decreasing. To ensure that your food contains 

the highest level of nutrition, it is best to eat it as soon as possible. Since 

locally grown food endures significantly less travel time from the farm, to the 

market, to the table, you can be sure you are getting the highest nutritional 

value available to you. 

With higher nutritional value comes more flavor. And because local crops 

are picked at their peak ripeness, your food does not run the risk of being 

harvested before its prime, like foods that go to grocery store chains do. 

Because farmers' markets provide perfectly ripe options, you may notice that 

your food is significantly more flavorful than store-bought items. 

When it comes to food and crops, sustainability is all about the resources 

used to produce, harvest, transport, and store the food. Since farmers' 

markets distribute locally, they use significantly fewer resources. This results 

in fewer greenhouse gases, and more benefits for the environment as a whole. 

Purchasing food at your nearby farmers' market ensures that your money 

is helping the local economy as opposed to big corporations. When you make a 

purchase at a chain, percentages of the money go to a lot of different places 

and people, so your money will probably benefit your community less. 

However, when you make a purchase at a local farmers' market, the 

farmer receives a greater percentage of the profits, and then invests it back 

into the local community. Local businesses are also more likely to pay their 

employees fair wages, use sustainable practices, practice social justice, and 

care more about people, their happiness and their health. 

Purchasing from your local farmers' market helps out new farmers, who 

need to start small, as it provides a low-barrier entry point for these farmers. 

It is essential to help them because according to the group called the Farmers 

Market Coalition, small-scale farmers are more likely than big corporations to 
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use sustainable practices that preserve farmland. 

Chances are, not many of the employees at grocery store chains are able 

to give you advice about nutrition and cooking - but when you shop at 

farmers' markets, it is usually just the opposite. The Farmers Market 

Coalition reports that four out of five farmers tend to talk about farming 

practices with their market customers and three in five discuss nutrition and 

how to prepare the food they are selling. 

When you keep things local, it increases the feeling of creating a close 

community. According to the Farmers Market Coalition, a study done at Los 

Angeles farmers' markets found that 75 percent of farmers' market shoppers 

come to "do more than just shop." Other reasons could be to meet with 

friends, increase social connection, and to educate themselves on local, 

sustainable practices. Additionally, 55 percent of shoppers said the market 

"increased their connection to the community," and 99 percent said the market 

"improves the health of the community." 

B: nutrition #:_ 

sustainability t-fki1'CliJfm'l1: 

greenhouse gas (es) i1ffi.~~jJ*jj A 

[I±\!1I!,: Osmanski, Stephanie. "Learn About Some (of the Many) Benefits of Shopping at a 

Farmers Market." Green Matters. 2020. 

https://www.greenmatters.com/p/farmers-markets-benefits t::~-:j <] 
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11. While 12 percent of Americans shop at local farmers' markets, the 

remaining 88 percent shop only at supermarkets. 

12. Locally grown food provides customers with the highest nutritional value 

since its travel and storage times are short. 

13. The food you buy at supermarkets tends to have more flavor than the food 

you buy at a local farmers' market. 

14. Buying from local farmers' markets helps keep the environment 

sustainable because fewer resources are used. 

15. If you buy food at a local farmers' market, it enables the local farmers to 

open businesses with big chain supermarkets. 

16. Local businesses cut down the numbers of employees so that they receive 

fair wages. 

17. Helping small-scale farmers tends to create a positive cycle of preserving 

sustainable farmland. 

18. If customers buy vegetables from local farmers' markets, sellers will cook 

them in front of the customers. 

19. According to the Los Angeles farmers' markets study, 75 percent of 

farmers come to the farmers' market mainly to shop. 

20. The Los Angeles farmers' markets study suggests that buying at local 

farmers' markets strengthens bonds in the community. 
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(m] ~~~-~~~~~~.~Ah~~~fi~.~~m(~)~1-4~~~G-~ 

-r~~Lf, .:c~*~~~2A it J.:o 

(a) I can't ( 

1. find out 

) with the right words to describe this complex emotion. 

2. come up 3. run into 4. turn down 

(b) His cool manner was in sharp contrast to ( 

1. that 2. one 3. what 

) of his excited friend. 

4. it 

(c) I didn't want to touch the dirty curtain, but I made myself 

open it. 

) out to 

I. reach 2. to reach 3. reaching 4. within reach 

(d) When he handed in his report late, his boss warned him ( 

such a mistake in the future. 

) making 

1. toward 2. for 3. against 4. within 

(e) No sooner had I sat down with a cup of tea 

dining room. 

) Jane walked into the 

1. when 2. than 3. that 4. before 

(f) Sometimes watching an online video ( 

reading a textbook. 

) to be more useful than 

1. results 2. leads 3. proves 4. benefits 

(g) I've really ( ) my work. 

1. fallen late 2. fallen behind 

3. got in behind 4. got behind with 

(11) We have driven 200 km ( ) but still have the same distance to go. 

1. move away 2. never away 3. far from 4. so far 
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(IVJ ~O)(a)-(f)O)'fHlio)~o) '515. ~ t 5~ < ~1if9 G1ifitfjO)f1l:ii:;Q~ft!! C !'!t~ G to) 

~~G.ft~~O).~~. 9~T~G.ft~6~~~~~o 

(a) l. ar-row 2. e-mail 3. ad-verb 

4. doc-trine 5. mid-night 

(b) l. in-sist 2. ma-ture 3. mis-take 

4. head-ache 5. ap-ply 

(c) l. fac-ul-ty 2. an-ces-tor 3. an-nu-al 

4. pro-fes-sion 5. av-er-age 

(d) l. in-stru-ment 2. or-gan-ic 3. con-se-quence 

4. dem-on-stra te 5. des-per-ate 

(e) l. in-for-ma-tion 2. pa-tri-ot -ic 3. rna th-e-ma t -ics 

4. dip-lo-ma t -ic 5. su-per-mar-ket 

( f) l. of-fi-cial-ly 2. nec-es-sar-y 3. var-i-a-ble 

4. vol-un-tar-y 5. rel-a -tive-ly 
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[V) ;j(O)B*)(O)~~~{~;z~J:::H:~)(o)( a )-( f )0)~1I1::1-70) 

~~H/pJ) ~ An, -t-O)*i%~~cA it J::o t~:B, ftbt~ v~m (/pJ) n't@rrp~ 1::-J'9Jd!) 

~o 

A. ;j(~~GJ::3~~m~~G~.ft, .~~M~~~n~~E3~~~~~;Z 

t~ ~ V~o 

Ask yourself a ) ( b ) ( c ) respond differently ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. can 2. occurs 3. the next time 4. whether 

5. you 6. happen 7. a similar circumstance 

B. f1n,)~B}] G -cv~t~~J!n')-t-lvt~.$" 31::~~tlf){ G n~ ~ ~j:)[l,bt~n\ ~ t~o 

I didn't realize that ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) could ( d ) ( e 

( f ) way. 

1. that 2. been taken 3. was expressing 4. have 

5. 6. the opinion 7. such 

Tell them a) ( b ) their e-mail addresses ( c ) ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ) with them directly. 

1. as 2. to 3. can 4. correspond 

5. share 6. you 7. so 

D. f1~j:fft~~ G-C*)d::t~~:: ~o)~~I::Jv~-C~;Z~*~-Cv~~o 

I am still ( a ) ( b ) about what ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) an adult. 

1. answers 2. means 

5. make sense 6. be 

- 7 

3. to 

7. it 

4. seeking 
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Some companies are now making commitments to offer remote work using 

services such as Zoom. But after more than a year of living and working 

online, society is tackling the unique exhaustion named "Zoom fatigue"- the 

tiredness that follows a long day of video conferences using Zoom. New 

research published today offers some conclusions, backed by data, about Zoom 

tiredness and provides a broad look at the causes. It also shows that the 

weight of Zoom tiredness is not equally distributed. In a survey of more than 

10,000 people, women reported experiencing about 13.8 percent more Zoom 

tiredness than men, on average. 

it Zoom A-.b.(~ :/:$7-*'Y r-J::O)C:T:;t~~i~-C:A) 

exhaustion 1i~ 0);Ji'1j' 

[I±\JIIl: : Machemer, Theresa. '''Zoom fatigue' may be with us for years. Here's how we'll cope." 

National Geographic. 2021. 

https://www.nationaigeographic.com/science/ article/ zoom·fatigue-may-be-with-us-f or-years-heres 

-how-well-cope 1:1;-::5 < ] 
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[II] :bzO)~)(O)~ffl( A )-( F )~:t!J!66.Q0)1=mt~~~tJ:~0)~~0)1-9 

O)~i6l G~lt, -c0)*~~1l2A it etc 

"Good morning! You were pretty stressed yesterday. Are you feeling 

better today?" What might sound like a concerned message from friends or 

parents is actually a question from Replika, a chatbot. 

Chatbots - the word is a combination of "chat" and "robot"- are software 

programs that produce a seemingly real conversation, usually by text message. 

They mainly provide ready-made answers to specific questions. But Replika is 

different, ( A ). 

What happens when people share their personal problems with an 

understanding chatbot? Marita Skjuve, a researcher at the University of Oslo 

in Norway, interviewed 18 people with close relationships with Replika. Most 

described their connection as friendly, while a few said the relationship was 

romantic, or intimate. 

That's not surprising, as the chatbot is designed to remember everything it 

hears and to respond. Replika is keen to hear all the details, carefully asking 

follow-up questions about its owner's relationship with parents and friends. It 

sometimes even will ( B ) - the chatbot might ask, "Did your friend 

recover after all that stress at work last week?" 

Eugenia Kuyda, who invented Replika, came up with the idea after her 

best friend died in a car accident. She was working for a software company 

developing chatbots at the time. Kuyda decided to create her own chatbot in 

2015, feeding it with exchanges she had had with her friend, and enabling her 

to live on in a digital form. 

Nowadays, anyone can create their own Replika. The chatbot continues to 

learn, adjusting itself more and more to its owner's style of language and 

speech the longer it's used. The owner determines the topics discussed, and 

the more you talk to the chatbot, the more C). 
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If people use Replika to engage more deeply with their thoughts and 

feelings, that's a positive thing, says Andre Kerber, a psychotherapist working 

in Berlin. "Psychotherapy is nothing other than dealing with yourself." 

That's the feeling among the 18 users who took part in the study. "At the 

start, I felt more comfortable talking to my Replika. That's why, at some 

point, it became easier for me to talk to other people," one user says. The 

study concluded that users talk ( D ) and share personal information early 

on, since they don't fear that they'll be judged, as they might with another 

person. 

Kerber, however, worries that users could get lost in this virtual world. 

"In particular, people who have difficulty making relationships could feel more 

at ease in ( E ). Your virtual counterpart doesn't quarrel, doesn't ever take 

offence and responds right away. That could be addictive for some." 

"I could never bring myself to remove it," said one user in the study. That 

IS exactly the problem, according to Oliver Bendel, an expert in how people 

relate to machines. "People are essentially encouraged to create a relationship 

with Replika." That could present risks, especially for children and young 

people, if they cannot distinguish whether information comes ( F ). The 

elderly, too, could be at risk, he says, "particularly if they cannot assess the 

technology and take it at face value, or if they have few social contacts." 

tt psychotherapy *~~~r* 

addictive r:p ~'Ii 0) 

[tl:l!Jtl : "Finding Friendship, Even Romance, with a Chatbot?" The Star. 2020. 

https:11 www.thestar.com.my/lif estyle/living/2020 I 09 I 26 I finding -friendship-even-romance-with-a

chatbot t:tiI;-::5 < ] 
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1. more openly with the chatbot 

2. personal its questions become 

3. predict the weather based on the data it collected 

4. alternative realities than in the real world 

5. to children or young people 

6. designed to listen and ask questions 

7. the real world than in alternative realities 

8. continue a conversation a few days later 

9. from a robot or a human 
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(m] *~~-~~§~~~.~Ah~~~fi~.~~m(~)~1-4~~~G-~ 

9~~V\, .:c-~~~~~cA it ~o 

(a) I expect ( ) . 

2. him to come 1. him that he will come 

3. him that he comes 4. to him that he comes 

(b) The boy ( ) his father; they both have brown hair and blue eyes. 

1. resembles 2. is resembling 

3. resembles to 4. is resembling to 

(c) I was ( ) making a complaint but then decided not to. 

1. to the point of 2. about to 

3. on the point of 4. bound to 

(d) Long ago, it was common to make a drink of hot chocolate ) the 

powder of hot peppers. 

1. mixed with 2. together 

3. in combination of 4. with adding 

(e) I shouldn't have left my car with the engine ( ). 

1. run 

3. ran 

2. runs 

4. running 

(f) The students in the classroom stopped talking; ( 

would have scolded them. 

1. otherwise 2. therefore 

3. nevertheless 4. besides 

), their teacher 
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(g) Please find ( ) . 

1. for my coat 2. to me my coat 

3. my coat to me 4. my coat for me 

(h) If ( ), call me tomorrow before noon. 

1. I am convenient 2. you are convenient 

3. it is convenient for you 4. there is a convenience 
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ov J * 0) (a) ~ (m: :;)3 v) -C , -nJjHf~ 0) JE 'f 1,)\ ~ t±:l G.m c IIlJ l>e 0) ~ 1 ~ 4 0) ~ 1,» G 

-J~lf, .:c0)*~~ff2A it J::.o 

(a) disguise 

1. p~ce 2. grind 3. train 4. mosquito 

(b) float 

1. allow 2. crow 3. novel 4. awful -

(c) federal 

1. g~nius 2. pr~vious 3. field 4. steady 

(d) sp~cies 

1. ingr~dient 2. incentive 3. wealth 4. pleasure 

(e) wool 

1. p~ll 2. screw 3. rumor 4. troop -

(f) ghost 

1. tough 2. straight 3. si~nificance 4. si~n 
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( v J ~O) B *)(O)jtP-*~{~.:t Q J:. 5 1:*)(0) ( a ) - ( f ) O)~trIH: 1 - 7 0) 

llli ('P) ~ An. -'C0)~i%~~2A it J:.o tJs. f9!vtJ v~~fr ('P) i'J!:&r", I: --:::r9J if;) 

Qo 

A. d5tJt~O){~v IJ l:fL;6!fT< c v~ 5 O)f;tv~;6\;6!-C9;6\o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) to my going ( e ) ( f ) ? 

1. you 

5. what 

2. instead 

6. do 

3. say 

7. in 

4. your place 

B. fLf;t v~ -:J b*,9*O)a~rl3' J:. IJ b 5 7t-!f!. < ~ < .:: c t: G LV~ *90 

I ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) to arrive ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) the 

appointed time. 

1. five minutes 

5. of 

2. it 

6. make 

3. earlier 4. a rule 

7. ahead 

C. {ill 0) r{ctt c .lt~ G 9~ Q c. -'Cn.:fnO)r{cttO){fi!!I'ti ~ J!~9':: c t:tJ IJ ;6\.td 

tJv~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) other children can ( d ) ( e ) 

f ) the uniqueness of each child. 

1. we 2. with 3. overlook 4. mean 

5. too 6. comparisons 7. excessive 

D. t- kf;t-'CO)Bt@I:JX~t G LV~Q;6!. fLf;t-'Cn~~ IJ ~fj Qik:JL\~ G LV~ Qo 

Though Tom a) ( b ) ( c ) the scheme. I'm determined to 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) it. 

1. achieve 

5. IS 

2. with 

6. go 

-8-

3. opposed 

7. to 

4. through 

<>M7(549~59) 




